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The Reeds Family
Lock Down Newsletter
Given the way the 2020-21 season has played out and with the strictures that the Club has had
to operate under due to COVID, what with a moratorium on competitive rugby and the need for
social distancing, we wanted to keep you, the wider Reeds Family, updated on what has been
going on at the Club. We hope this newsletter will give you a good sense of that.
Whilst the pandemic has brought misery and pain to many, the prevailing atmosphere amongst
committee members, coaches, and playing group is one of positivity and we have a collective
determination to make the most of this grim situation so we can emerge stronger for it.
Despite two COVID induced national lockdowns we have remained extremely busy, laying the
foundations for whatever this season and next season will bring on the playing side of things.
Whilst the RFU has made it clear that
there will be no competitive League or
Cup matches this season in the normal
sense of the term, with no promotion or
relegation, there are plans afoot to run
competitive 15 a side rugby under a
potentially modified version of the game
as soon as the RFU get governmental
clearance with clubs playing in
pre-defined clusters from within our
current league structure against those
sides closest to us as below.
We understand these plans may also
allow for some form of Cup competition
and whilst participation in both will be
optional, we certainly intend to do so.
The latest proposed RFU structured
season looks like this (with usual COVID
related caveats applying):

Latest RFU Proposed Structured Season & Playing Cluster as @ 13-11-20
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The playing group and coaches are now in week 22 of ‘return to play’ having enjoyed an
extended 14-week summer training period before pre-season started! Collectively, under the
leadership of Nige Connell and with the help of S&C coach Charlie Smith, the playing group are
as fit as they have ever been and weekly training numbers have consistently ranged between 40
- 50 players. This in turn has given us the opportunity to welcome and bed in a good number of
new players to the Club and more recently also invite the Colts to train with us.
We also had a nice surprise when Shaun Roberts from Thornensians, whom we played against in
2019 Junior Vase Final, joined us for training – just goes to show what rugby is all about.

Billy Maddock with Thornensian Shaun Roberts

Pre-season Training 2020

We have continued prioritise investment to support player development and have retained a
strong coaching set-up which has been bolstered by the continued involvement of Paul Turner
– Head Coach of Championship side Ampthill RUFC and whom has come in to help us further
develop our style of play - suffice it to say our play book is expanding and players are learning
new skills to equip us to do well when we return to normality!
To this line-up we have added experienced player coach Josh Brown whom will bring player
insights to the mix plus greater player / coach cohesion.

L-R: Charlie Smith (S&C,) (Julian Davies (Scrum Coach), Rod Jermy (Forwards Lead & U21 Coach), Nige Connell (DoR),
Paul Turner (Backs Lead / Consultant), Pete Rowe (Assistant Coach) Josh Brown (Player Coach - Forwards)

As we know rugby is not a game for the faint hearted and the importance of looking after our
players physically and where necessary helping them through any injuries sustained in a
professional and safe manner is critical - never more so as we ascend the league structure. We
have been able to raise the bar yet again in this area building on the strong foundations laid in
previous seasons by Katie Williams through the appointment of an expanded medical team led
by the very experienced Sophie Capito, whom has worked in rugby for 18 years with a number of
clubs and at county level, alongside access to top class sports injury facilities courtesy of
Consultant Radiologist Dr Justin Lee from Prime Health.
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L-R: Laura O’Hagan, Sophie Capito - (Lead Physio) & Becky Gregory

Importantly we have also been able to announce a really strong line leadership line-up across all
the senior sides which we know will hold us in good stead going forward.

Adversity can be a great teacher and this seasons up’s and down’s have served to galvanise
and bring many of us at Reeds closer together - we have been fortunate to run regular zoom social forums, started on line pilates classes (thank you Sophie!), decorated and equipped the new
weights and medical rooms as part of in the NatWest Rugby-Force weekend initiative – now in
use as a training facility under clearly defined (including COVID secure) guidelines - and
generally made the most of our social media channels to remain ’connected’.

Reeds Inaugural Pilates Class!
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Plans are also afoot to create a Reeds
calendar in time for Christmas including photos from all sections of the
Club, so if you want one please let Billy
Maddock know ASAP (email address:
billy_maddock@hotmail.co.uk).
On a more serious note we recognise
the mental pressures and strains that
can often come at times such as this
and we want to remind everyone at
Reeds that if you are feeling a bit lost
or down please don’t bottle it up – you
don’t have to overcome such struggles on your own. Reeds are actively
working with the Grace Dear Trust
Nat West Rugby Force Weekend with Weights & Medical rooms in the
back-ground
(a mental health charity focused on
helping young people suffering with
mental health issues) to provide specialised training for anyone, parents, players, coaches and
supporters to become ‘Mental Health Ambassadors (MHA)’. These people will then be available
to listen, in person or electronically should anyone have any concerns or difficulties that they wish
to discuss. Nothing is ever too small, insignificant or trivial to share and it will be in complete
confidence. We hope that in these incredibly turbulent times for us all, that knowing that “It is
okay not to be okay” and that someone is there to listen, just might be the lifeline that we all need.
To date, an amazing number of the Reeds’ family have volunteered for MHA training and the
Trust and Club are humbled by this. Collectively, we are hopeful that this training can go ahead
imminently but sadly COVID has had an impact on this too. If anyone wishes to speak with
someone in the meantime, please do not hesitate to contact The Grace Dear Trust
(www.thegracedeartrust.co.uk) directly for support.
A number of exciting things are also in progress including work to install a new scoreboard,
planning for a playing tour to Guernsey in the summer of 2021 as part of our pre-season preparations and which is open to all members, and of course player stash orders!
In short there is an incredible amount of good stuff going on and our thanks go out to everyone
involved. Much of this would not be possible without our sponsors and patrons coupled with
prudent financial management and, as always, our sincere thanks go out them.
Financially, we are pleased to report that as a section we are in reasonable shape and have
taken several related decisions:
•

To prioritise investment decisions on the playing side of things so we can return to post
COVID play in the best possible shape, pairing back all other costs;
• To maintain subs as they are whilst continuing to offer help to anyone experiencing financial
problems; and
• To defer our newly launched patron’s scheme until next season – anyone whom has already
paid to become a patron or a social member will have their membership rolled forward to
cover next season and this will be covered in a separate communication to those concerned.
• In addition, we are beginning to engage with all our sponsors, big or small, to discuss the
current situation and how they would like those monies treated.
As always stay safe and should you have any questions or thoughts arising from this newsletter
please feel free to contact one of us. UTR.
Reeds Senior Committee
(Ed Peters, Nige Connell, Dave Woollatt, Simon White, Mark Vargo, Jes Isaacs, and
Mark Sukiennik)

